
Scratch Project 2: Crash and Burn

In this project, you will be creating a game that requires you to pilot a sprite through a 
maze.  The walls will instantly kill you if you touch them, and you only have 3 lives.  Due 
in 5 classes.

Level 1 Criteria: Main Game

Task Marks Description

Player Sprite /1 First get your player sprite working.  It should be able to move 
in all directions using the keyboard or mouse.

Obstacles /1
Next, add obstacle sprites that either bar your way or hurt you 
if you touch them.  There should be moving obstacles (bad 
guys) in addition to stationary obstacles (walls)

Life Counter /1 Next, add a variable that keeps track of how many lives you 
have left.  It should be shown on the stage.

Collisions /4

When the player sprite touches the wall sprite the following 
should happen:

1. The player sprite should go through an animation (like 
exploding or being zapped).

2. Trigger a sound effect.
3. Teleport the player sprite back to the start.
4. Decrease the life counter by 1

Should you lose, there should be a 'game over' screen.

Next Level /3

Your game should consist of multiple levels.  When you reach 
the end of level 1, the game switches to a 2nd level.  There 
should be a minimum of 3 levels in total.  When you get to 
the end of the last level, the following should happen:

1. A victory message should be displayed
2. A victory sound should play

Quality /5

Is your game fun and challenging to play?  Are the levels 
different?  Did you add interesting sound effects, music, and 
graphics?  Are you sprites well-coded, with spites, variables, 
and broadcasts named wisely?  Did you put a lot of effort into 
the project?

Total /16



Level 2 Criteria: Extra Details

Task Marks Description

Additional 
Variables /2

Add in another variable to keep track of other ideas such as 
points, money, timer, or fuel.  Make this variable an integral 
part of the game.

Graphical Life 
Bar /2

Instead of showing the variable to display how many lives you 
have left, add in a sprite that changes to show you how many 
lives are left (such as the Zelda-style hearts counter in the 
collisions demo project)

Total /4

Grand Total /20


